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3,186,488 
WELLHEAD ASSEMBLY 

Glenn D. Johnson, Downey, and Bruce J. Watkins, West 
Covina, Calitl, assiguors to Shell Oil Company, New 
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware 

Filed June 2%}, 1962, Ser. No. 203,969 
7 Claims. (Cl. 166—89) 

This application is a continuation-in-part of copending 
application Serial No. 72,168, ?led November 28, 1960, 
now Patent No. 3,168,337. 

This invention relates to a wellhead assembly for clos 
ing the top of oil and gas wells and pertains more particu 
larly to a wellhead assembly especially adapted to be em 
ployed underwater at the top of a well at offshore locay 
tions for suspending tubing and casing ‘within the well. 
A recent development in the oil industry is the drilling 

and producing of offshore wells wherein the wellhead as 
sembly and production ?owlines are positioned below the 
surface of the water, preferably on or near the ocean ?oor 
so as not to be subjected to the major wind and wave 
forces and to be out of the way of boats that may navi 
gate in that area. Most offshore well drilling operations 
of this type are conducted from a platform or anchored 
barge from which the various pieces of equipment, used 
in or on the well, are lowered through the water from 
the barge to their position near the ocean floor. When 
operating at water depths or at locations where‘a diver 
cannot be employed to assemble the equipment on the 
ocean ?oor, it is necessary to provide apparatus that may 
be lowered through the water from a remote station, and 
then aligned and connected‘ to other pieces of equipment 
at the ocean ?oor. - - ‘ 

When installing equipment at the top of an underwater 
well by the method described in copending application,‘ 
Serial No. 24,558, ?led April 25, 1960, now Patent No. 
3,099,316, it is preferred that the wellhead assembly be 
designed so that no ?uid ?owliues be connected to lateral 
discharge ports in the wellhead as this would interfere 
with the use of certain equipment used in installing or 
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removing the wellhead from the top of the well. VWell 
heads have to be opened or removed at certain times in 
order to carry out workover operations within the well, 
or in order to replace a tubing or casing string therein. > 
Presently known wellheads all employ at least one later 
ally directed ?owline which would interfere with. certain 
underwater operations carried out at the wellhead. 

It is therefore a primary object of the present invention 
to provide a wellhead in which the ?ow from a plurality 
of pipe strings suspended therein is ‘directed vertically out 
of the wellhead. ; ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a wellhead for underwater installations which permits 
a production tree to be stabbed into the top of a wellhead 
in a ?uidtight manner. - , 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a wellhead wherein at least one production tubing string 
is nested within a casing in' a concentric manner, with ?ow 
from the concentrically mounted tubing and casing strings 
leaving ‘the top of the wellhead through parallelly-ar~. 
ranged ?owlines that extend vertically fromithe top of 
the wellhead. . ' , 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a wellhead having a housing made up of a plurality 
of sections seated one on the other‘and secured together 
by substantially horizontally-directed connector elements.‘ 

Another object of the present invention is to‘ provide 
a wellhead assembly forhhanging a casing string and a 
tubing string therein with means for holding down" the ' 
tubing and casing string hangers in a' ?uidtight manner 
within the wellhead. 
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Still a further object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a multiple-section wellhead having aligning means 
for aligning one section with respect-to the other. 

‘ It is often preferred that a well have two pipe strings 
in communication between the lower part of a well and 
the Wellhead. For ease of installation two, concentric 
tubing strings are employed rather than two parallel tub; 
ing strings. The outmost of two concentric tubing strings 
may be a casing string. Since it is necessary to control 
the ?ow of ?uid through the two concentric pipe strings 
it may be seen that it is necessary to change the two con 
centric strings to two parallel strings in side-by-side ar 
rangement at some point in the wellhead in order to install 
flow control valves in the parallel strings or to provide 
side-branching ?ow lines therefrom. A wellhead assem 
bly of this type is shown in copending patent application, 
Serial No. 72,168, ?led November 28, 1960. 
Underwater wellhead assemblies are generally arranged 

so that communication may be had by vertical entry into 
the wellhead through vertical conduits in addition to the 
normal ?ow line or lines from the assembly. With two 
conduits arranged in side-by-side arrangement near the 
top of the wellhead assembly to permit control of ?uid 
therethrough by valves, a di?icult problem of closing the 
open upper ends of the two conduits is presented. Open 
conduits at the top of an underwater well are normally 
closed by a plug which must be lowered a hundred feet 
ormore from a vessel on the surface of the ocean and 
manipulated in a manner so as to bring it in register and 
stab it into the open conduits. Since it is most difficult 
to orient a closure plug so that it can be stabbed in a pair 
of side-by-side open conduit ends at the top of an under 
water wellhead, it is an important object of the present 
invention to provide an arrangement of vertically-extend 
ing conduits at the top of an underwater wellhead assem 
bly whereby the conduits may be readily closed by a 
closure plug which need not be oriented prior to stabbing 
it into place. 

‘ Still another object of the present invention is to pro— 
vide a multi-section wellhead assembly for underwater 
wells, the sections of the assembly being provided with 
self-aligning seating surfaces adapted to be readily assem~ 
bled at o?’shore locations even though it is not possible 
to lower one section exactly in vertical register on another 
section. . 

These and other objects of this invention will be under 
stood from the following description taken with reference 
to the drawing, wherein: . ' Y ' 7 

FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic view of the wellhead of 
the present invention shown in partial longitudinal cross 

~ , section;“ 
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FIGURE 2 is a schematic view of a closure plug, taken 
in partial longitudinal cross section, when positioned in 
the top of the wellhead assembly of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is an expanded view of the latching element 

of the closure plug of FIGURE 2 g and 
, FIGURE 4 is a longitudinal view, taken in partial cross 
section, of a running tool attached to the closure plug of 
FIGURE 2.‘ ' 

IniFIGURE 1 of the drawing, ‘numeral 11 represents 
a_ surface casing or conductor pipe which has been in 
stalled in a ‘well in the ground and preferably cemented 
therein in a conventional manner. At the time the sur~ 
face casing is positioned in place, a wellheador casing 
head in accordance with the present invention has been 

“ ?xedly secured to the top of the surface casing in any suit 
able manner such as by welding or by threading. In 
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the particular arrangement of the wellhead shown in the 
drawing, the Wellhead comprises lower, intermediate and 
topsections 1.2, 13 and»14, respectively, of a housing 
which forms the ‘wellhead of the present invention. The 
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lower‘ section 12 of the housing is preferably provided > 
with a support base 15 which is ?xedly secured to the 
lower section as by welding. The support base 15 in turn 
may rest ona cement foundation (not shown) or any 
other suitable foundation or base placed around the well. 
The lower section 12 of the housing of the wellhead is 

provided with a sloping shoulder 16 adapted to seat and 
receive thereon a cooperating portion of a casing hanger 
17 which is normally provided with suitable seals 18. 
The casing hanger’ 17 is employed to support a string 
of well casing 21 within the surface casing 11. The 
interior wall of the casing hanger 17 is provided with suit- . 
able means, for example, a left-hand thread 22 by which 
the casing’ hanger 17 could be attached to the lower end 
of a pipe string (not shown) for lowering this element 17 
and its depending casing string 21 into the well from 
a suitable operational platform positioned above the well. 
The lower and intermediate sections of the housing, 

12 and 13, respectively, are provided with sloping seating 
surfaces 23 and 24‘, respectively, on the outer surfaces 
near the upper ends thereof which are adapted to seat 
thereon cooperating sloping self-aligning seating surfaces 
25 and 26 formed on the inner surfaces near the lower 
ends of the intermediate and upper housing sections 13 
and 14;, respectively. Seal means 27 and 28 are pro 
vided between the cooperating seating faces. 
Lower locking screws or bolts 31 are horizontally posi 

tioned in a threaded manner within the lower end of the 
intermediate section of housing 13 and arranged to ex 
tend through the wall thereof and into cooperating re 
cesses 3-2 formed in the wall of the lower housing section 
12 near the top thereof. in a like manner, the top sec 
tion 14 of the housing is provided with upper lock screws 
33 adapted to seat in recesses 34 in the wall of the inter 
mediate'section .13 of housing near the top thereof. If 
desired or necessary, the lock screws 31 and 33 may be 
provided with fluidtight seals 35 and 36. While it is 
preferred in accordance with the present invention to em 
ploy a wellhead having lower'and intermediate sections 
of a housing 12 and 13, respectively,’ it is quite apparent 
that theintermediate and lower sections 13 and 12 could 
be formed as a single element in which case the lower 
locking screws 31 could be eliminated. However, as a 
safety precaution in underwater wellhead structures, the 
housing employs lower and intermediate sections 12 and 
13 secured together by means of the lower looking screws 
31, which are preferably made of an alloy carbon steel 
or other suitable material so that they can be drilled out 
in the event that the upper lock screws 33 become wedged 
or corroded in a manner so that they cannot be withdrawn 
from their seating position in order to remove the top 
section '14 of the housing from the wellhead. 

' Formed on the inner wall of the casing hanger 17 near 
the topthereof is a landing surface 37 adapted‘ to receive ‘ 
and seat thereon a tubing hanger 38. The outer surface 
of the tubing hanger 38 at the lower end thereof is pro-, 

_ vided with a tapered seating surface 41, preferably pro 
vided with seal means 412, such for example as any suit 
able type of packing or O-rings. The tubing hanger. 38 
is adapted to be secured atv its lower end to .the top of a 
string'of- tubing/i3, for ‘example, by screw threads. ‘The 
tubing string 43 depending from the tubing hanger 38 is 
concentrically arranged within the well casing'string 21. . 
Formed within the tubing'hanger 33‘ are a pair of 

concentrically and vertically arranged and inwardly di 
rected' spaced sealing surfaces 44 and 45 against which 
a pair of concentric nipples 4'6 and 47 are adapted to 
seal. The lower ends of the nipples are and/47. are pro 

7 vided with’. packing rings 4% and 49 in order to formfav ' 
?uidti'ght seal, Preferably, the portions of the tubing 

. hanger at the top of the sealing surfaces 42-4 and45 are 
tapered as at 15}’. and 53 to facilitate 'entry‘of the lower 
ends of the, nipples‘ into vthe top of the tubinghanger 

. i313.’ .Gneor ‘more’ fluid flow passageways .54 extendyer 
‘ tically through the tubing hanger 3% in-communicationi 

between the. space between the sealing surfaces 44 and 
‘i5 and the annulus 55 formed between the outer wall of 
the tubing 43 and the inner wall of the casing 21. 
Formed in the top of the upper bonnet section 14, 

which forms the closure section of the housing, is a 
chamber 56. The outer nipple 46 is ?xedly secured at 
its upper end inside the top section 14 of the housing 
in a manner such that the open top end of the nipple 

' 46 is in open communication with the chamber 56 with 
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in the housing. The top section 14 of the housing and 
the fluid crossover chamber 56 are closed in any suitable 
manner by a suitable cover plate 57 which may form 
the lower ?ange of a production tree which is secured 
to the top of the well. The production tree may include 
a pair of ?ow conduits ?ll and 61 having valves 62 and 
63 located therein, respectively. The ?ow conduits Gill 
and 61 are in communication with a pair of side-branch 
ing conduits dim and 61a having flow control valves 62a 
and 63a positioned therein, respectively. The cover plate ‘ 
5'7 is connected in any suitable manner to the top section, 
14 of the housing, as by bolts 64 and 64a. 
The flow passageway 61 is in communication through 

chamber 56, annular space 69 and flow passageways 54, 
with the annular space 55 between the tubing string 43 
and the casing string 21. Thus, means are provided for 
measuring the casing pressure within the well or for ex 
tracting or injecting ?uid ‘into the annulus 5'5 between 
the tubing string 43 and the casing string 21. By pro 
viding concentric tube and casing strings 43 and 21, 
respectively, below the wellhead, smaller diameter pipe 
may be employed than would be needed if two parallel 
tubing strings were run down the well. 
the casing string 21 has considerably more strength than 
a tubing string 43. 
The inner nipple 47 is screw-threaded at its upper end 

or otherwise suitably secured to the cover plate means or 
flange 57. The lower end of the inner nipple 47 extends 
downwardly and when seated against the seating surface 
45 of the tubing hanger 38 provides straight through 
?uidtight'communication between the tubing string 43 and 
‘the ?ow passageway of the ?ow conduit 69 in the produc 
tion tree on top of the wellhead. To reduce the diameter 
of the equipment needed in the present wellhead, sealing 
surfaces 44 and 45 are preferably axially displaced one 
from the other as illustrated to give a larger, ?ow passage 
between. 
tween the top and intermediate sections and'between the 

- intermediate and lower sections of the housing, respective 
ly. It is realized that with'seals 28 and 7t} beingemployed 
inthe upper partof the housing, the outer nipple 46 
could be ‘removed and the apparatus would still function 
in the same way‘. 1 
A set of control screws '75 are threadedly mounted in 

a fluidtight manner within screw holders 76 which are in 
turn'?xedly secured into the wall of the intermediate 
section 13 of the housing so that the inwardly-directed 
end of the screw '75 is adapted to engage a circumferen 

~ tial groove 77 formed in the outer wall of the tubing 
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hanger 38 so as to hold the tubing hanger in the well 
head and prevent it from being raised off its seat 37 by 
means of well pressure. Similar lower control screws 
80 mounted in holders 81 are provided whereby the screws 
8% can be extended to engage a circumferential groove 82 
formed-in the ‘outer surface of the casing hanger l7. 

Aligning means, ‘as described in copending application, 
Serial No. 72,168, filed'November 28, 1960, are provided 
between the various sections of the housing 12, 13 and 
14 so that the lock screws '31 and 33 holding the‘ sections 
togetherare in register with theirirespective recesses 32 

. and 34' at'the time'the loclcscrewsengage the recesses’. 
The ‘recesses 32 and'34 are no largerrthan the‘ tapered 
endlof the lock screws31 and 33 so thatan area contact 

_is established‘ between the- lock screws and the' housing 
section in which they are positioned, thus substantially 

Additionally, ' 

Secondary seals 70 and 71 are provided be- ’ 



‘assembly is originally lowered into 
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eliminating any plastic ?ow of metal as would take place 
in line contact between the two elements. ‘ 

Fixedly attached to the top of the wellhead assembly 
of the present invention, as to the valve spool member 85 
at the top thereof, is a re-entry housing or lubricator 
housing mandrel 86 whose lower ?ange or plate member 
87 may be bolted to the valve spool 85, by bolts 88 and 
89. The lower end of the lubricator mandrel 86 or the 
upper end of the valve spool 85 is provided with a cross 
over chamber 91 in communication between the top of 
the conduit 61 through the valve spool 85 and a space 
91a at least partially surrounding a bushing, member 92 
which is screw-threaded into and in communication with 
the ?ow conduit 60 in the valve spool 85. 
The lubricator mandrel 86 may take a variety of forms 

but in general the lubricator mandrel 86 is provided with 
at least one upwardly-extending tubular member 93 hav 
ing a sealing surface, preferably grooved, as at'94, on the 
outer wall thereof, against which a surrounding piece of 
equipment, such as a landing head or a wellhead connec 
tor, may be sealed in a ?uidtight manner. The lubricator 
mandrel illustrated is described in greater detailin co 
pending patent application, Serial No. 197,496, ?led May 
24, 1962, now Patent No. 3,166,124. ‘ 

In its most simple form the re-entry housing or lubri 
cator mandrel is provided with the upwardly-extending 
tubular, member 93 which has a sealing surface 95 on 
the inner wall thereof against which the seals 96 carried 
by a closure plug 97 may seal in a ?uidtight manner. 
If it is desired to communicate with the separate ?ow 
conduits 69 and '61 of the wellhead assembly through the 
lubricator mandrel 36, it would be necessary to provide 
a second or inner tubular member 99 as well as the bush 
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6. 
inner wall of the intermediate tubular member 98 near the 
top thereof against which seals 109 carried outwardly 
on the closure plug 97 may seal in ?uidtight manner. 
The inner wall of the outer tubular member 93 of the 
mandel 86 is provided with suitable latching recesses 
which may be in the form of annular grooves 111 into 
which the latches 112 and 113 of the closure member 
may expand. 

It will be apparent that since the top of an underwater 
wellhead assembly is ?lled with ?uid at the time it is 
desired to insert a closure plug therein, suitable ?ow pas 
sageways must be provided in the plug to allow the 
escape of ?uid trapped in the top of the wellhead through 
the plug before the plug has been sealed and latched 
in the wellhead assembly in a ?uidtight manner. It is 
also realized that in order to pull a plug out of the top 
of a closed wellhead assembly, it is necessary to pro 
vide open passageways through the plug across the seal 
ing elements thereof in order to allow ?uid to bleed 
into the top of the wellhead from the surrounding body 
of water. Otherwise, it would be extremely di?icult to 
pull a plug out of a wellhead assembly since one would 
be pulling against a vacuum created beneath the plug 
when it moved upwardly. ‘ 
The operating element of the closure plug‘ 97 of FIG 

URE 2 comprises a ?shing head 114 at the top of an 
operating rod made up of sections 115 which is screw 
threaded to a lower section 116 to which a camming sec 

1 tion 117 is ?xedly secured by a rod section 118 whose 
30 

ing 92. An upward extension of the bushing 92 is formed . 
by the innermost tubular member 99 which is ?xedly 
secured to and depends from the closure plug 97, while 
being provided with seals 100 which seal against the inner 
wall 191 of the bushing 92 in a ?uidtight manner. Thus, 
the flow conduit 60 of valve spool member 85 is in com 
munication, through the bore 191 of the bushing 92, with 
the bore 102 of the innermost tubular member 99. At 
the same time the ?ow conduit 61 in the valve spool 
member 85 is in communication, through the cross-over 
chamber 91, with the space 104 between the bushing 92 
and the lower end of the intermediate tubular member 
98, which space becomes the space between the innermost 
and intermediate tubularmembers 99 and 98, respective 
ly. The tubular members 98 and 99 are in spaced rela4 
tionship- with each other so that ?uid can ?ow between 
them. " ‘ ‘ t . 

For this particular oil installation it is also desired to 
have a third flow conduit 106 within the mandrel 86 
when the plug 97 is removed. Thus, the intermediate 
tubular member 98 is in spaced relationship within the 
outermost tubular member 93 of the mandrel providing 
a ?ow conduit 196 which communicates at its lower end 
with a pressure line 107 which in turn is in pressure com 
munication with the valve operators (not shown) on the 
valves 62 and 63 and flow control valves 62a and 63a 
of the wellhead assembly, so as to selectively open and 
close the valves. The valves are preferably arranged 
so that pressure from the pressure line 107 of the lubri— 
cator mandrel would open valves 62 and 63 of the well 
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head, permitting operations to be carried on through verti- . 
cal conduit 60 and_'61 while at the same time closing 
the ?ow control valves 62a and 63a. 
may be provided with latches or grooves 198 to which 
a runningvtool could latch when the plug 97 is removed 
from the mandrel and the upper portion of the wellhead 

place after well drill 
ing has been completed. ' ' . l > 

In addition to the sealing surfaces 95 o‘n'the inner sur 
face of tubular member 93 and the sealing surface 191 on 
the inner surface 'of the bushing 92, the mandrel 86 is 
provided with an additional sealing surface 1080: on the. 

The bushing 92 ' 

75 

upper end is screw-threaded ‘to the bottom of rod sec 
tion 116. A nut 119 is attached to the bottom of rod 
section 118 to ?xedly secure a piston or a sleeve valve 
120 thereto. A second sleeve valve 121 is slidably mount 
ed outside the ?rst sleeve valve 120 and arranged in 
?uidtight contact therewith while the outside of the sec— 
ond sleeve valve 121 is in ?uidtight contact with a cylin 
drical housing member 122. A stop member and clo 
sure element 123 is screw-threaded to the lower end of 
the cylindrical member 122 while a compression spring 
124 tends to urge the outer sleeve or piston valve 121 
upwardly away from the stop member 123. 

p The upper'end of the cylindrical housing member 122 
of the closure plug 97 is provided with a chamber 125 
containing a compression spring 1126 which acts between 
an end plug 127 and the shoulder 123 of actuating rod 
section 1116 to force the operating rod normally down 
wardly. The lower face 139 of the actuating rodsection 
116 is provided with a pair of downwardly and inwardly 
directed camming elements 131 and 132 which are adapted 
to engage cooperating camming surfaces 133 and 134 
formed on latching dogs 112 and 113. Thus, it may be 
seen that a downward pressure of camming elements 131 
and 132 against the camming surfaces 133 and 134 will 
tend to urge the latching dogs 112 and 113 to move later 
ally outwardly from the cylindrical housing member 1122 
of the closure plug 97 and latch in the annular grooves 1111 
on the inner surface of tubular member 93 near the top 
thereof. The camming surfaces 133 and 134 are prefer— 
ably at about a 45° angle so that the latching dogs 112 
and 113 may be pushed inwardly on downward move 
ment of the closure plug 97 as it enters ‘the top of the 
lubricator mandrel 86. ‘ ' 

As shown in FIGURE 3 of the drawing, the camming 
section 117 of the operating rod is provided with olfset 
camming elements 135 and 136 whose sloping faces are 
adapted ‘to engage cooperating camming faces or sur 
faces 137 and 138 on latching elements 113 and “112, re 
spectively. The camming elements 135 and 136 are olf 
set from each other with the camming element 135 .be 
ing nearer the front of the camming section, as viewed 

' and the other camming element 136 being offset to the 
rear of the element 117. This allows for‘simultaneous 
actuation of both of the latching ‘dogs 112 and 113 by 
the camming section 117. As shown in FIGURE 3, the ~ U 
lower portion of the operatingrod, that is,.section 118. 



a - The closure housing 
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is provided with an upper shoulder .140 which presses 
against the bottom of the camming section 117 when the 
upper screw-threaded end 141 of the rod section 113 is 
screwed in the recessed portion 142 of the upper rod sec 
tion 116. A lower shoulder 143 engages the upper end 
of the innermost piston or sleeve valve 121), as shown in 
FIGURE 2. The latching dogs 112 and 113 are illus 
trated as being provided with a series of horizontally 
disposed teeth or serrations 144 and 145 on the out 
wardly-extending surfaces-thereof. ' It is to be understood 
that these teeth may be in the form of pins or any other 
suitable latching device. ' ' V ' 

In FIGURE 4 a tubular running tool 147 is shown as 
being secured to the lower end of a pipe string 148 for 
running the closure plug 97 into place in the top of a 
wellhead during running or lowering the closure plug 97 
into place. The running tool 147 is seated in a shoulder 
149 on the cylindrical housing member 122 of the clo 
sure plug 97. The two elements are releasably secured 
together by means 'ofra shear pin 150 which is shown in 
its sheared position in FIGURE 2 as portions 150 and 
150a. ~ 

At the time the closure plug 97 is secured in the run 
ning tool 147 the head 151 of an adjustable screw 152 
'bears against the top‘ of an auxiliary operating rod or a 
valve rod 153 to hold it in its most downwardlyposition. 
The valve rod 153 (FIGURE 2) extends through the 
?shing head 114 and the operating rod sections 115, 
116, 117 and 118 and is slidably movable therein. The 
lower end of the rod 153 bears against the closed lower 
end 154 of the outer sleeve valve 121 and the action of 
the compression spring 124 against the sleeve valve 121 
tends'to raise the valve rod 153 to the position shown 
in FIGURE 2. At the time the closure plug 97 is'shear 
pinned to the running tool 147 as shown in FIGURE 4, 
the closed lower end 154 ofthe outer sleeve valve 121 
is in contact with the stop member 123 at the lower end 
of the housing member 122 of the closure plug 97. ~ The 
shoulder 155 extending outwardly on the housing mem 
ber 122 is adapted to engage the top end'of tubular 
member 93 of the lubricator mandrel 86. An annular 
seal 156 is provided just below the shoulderv 155 to keep 
‘sea Water from entering the top of the lubricator man: 

‘ drel. The seal 156 is not designed to keep fluid within 
therlubricator. mandrel from coming out. and thus, any 
?uid which can escape to the central chamber 157 of 
the closure plug 97 can escape past the latching dogs 

~ 112 and 11-3 and past the seal 156 and out of the lubri 
cator mandrel. Seals 56,1109 and 100, however, are 
pressure seals which prevent the escape of ?uid attliese 

, points. > ~ ~ 

me-mber 122 may be provided with 
one or more fluid passageways 158 which permit'the 
escape of ?uid from ?ow conduits 107 through 1126. and 
‘158into the chamber 157 andthence out of the lubri; 
cator mandrel. ' - 

At the time closure plug 97 is shear-pinned to the run 
ning tool 1147 as shown in FIGURE 4, the valve rod ‘153 

v is depressed so vthat the outer sleeve v15-4; touches the stop 
member 1-23 of the housing member v1212. At thisytime 
the port 16% through the wall of the housing member 1122 
is in communication with the port {1561 and ?ow passage 
162 of the'sleevevalve12'1, thus allowing any ?uid trapped 
within tubular member 99 below the stop member 123 to 
till up the annular space between the tubular member 59 
and housing member 122, through port 160 and into; port 

a 161 and thence through ‘?owpassageways 162 and 163 
to the low pressure chamber 157‘ from which the ?uid can 
escape in a manner described hereinabove. 
At the same time, with the outer sleeve valve 12111 at 

, ‘its lower positiornthe port 164 through the housingmem- . 
her is in communication with ?ow ‘passageway, 163 and 

g 
member 98 may escape through ‘conduit 158 into cham 
ber 157 and thence out of the lubrica-tor mandrel. Dur 
ing normal operations, with the underwater wellhead 
closed by the closure plug, the various elements of the 
closure plug assume the position illustrated in FIGURE 2. 
When it is desired to pull the plug out of the Wellhead, 

any suitable type of ?shing tool may be employed which 
will engage the ?shing head 11-14 of the plug whereby an 

, upward ‘pulling force can be exerted ‘on the operating rod 
10 
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‘1115.’ The ?shing tool would be mounted on the lower 
end of a pipe string and would preferably be provided with 
a series of spring ?ngers 11166 and adapted to-be forced 
outwardly by a camming surf-ace 167 on the top of the 
?shing head 1114 and subsequently engage the shoulder 
168 of the ?shing head 1114; Upon an upward pull of 
the ?shing head 114, the operating rod sections 1115, 116, 
1117 and 118 as well as the inner sleeve valve 12% move 
upwardly with it. Before the camming elements 135 and 
136 ‘on the camming section {1117 engaged cooperating 
camming surfaces 137 and 138 on the latching dogs 1112 
and ‘113, the upper port 179 through the inner sleeve valve 
121) would be in alignment with port 171 through the wall 
of the outer sleeve valve'121and also in alignment with 
port 172 through the wall otthe housing member 122 
and in communication below pressure seal N9 with the 
spacebetween tubular members 2'18 and 99, thus allowing 
pressure to equalize as port 170 in the inner sleeve valve 
121) is in communication through ?ow passageways 1713 
with the low pressure chamber 157. At the same time 
the lower port 174 through the inner sleeve valve ‘121) is 
in communication with port‘ 175 through the outer sleeve 
valve 121 and through port 176 through the housing 
member 122 so as to permit ?-uid to bleed into the cham 
ber v12d Within the innermost tubular member 59. After 
these ports are opened, continued pulling on the ?shing 
head 114 causes the camming elements 135 and 136 to 
retract the latching dogs ‘11112 and 11-3 so that the closure 

I member 97 can .be pulled out of the wellhead assembly. 
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‘ thence with chamber 157 whereby any ?uid between tubu 
~ , lar members his’ and 99 may escape. Also, at this time any 

' fluid’ trapped between the tubular member 93 and tubular 75 

We claim as our invention: 
1. A wellhead assembly for supporting a tubing string 

concentrically disposed within a casing string, both of said 
strings extending into a‘ well, said wellhead assembly 
comprising ' v l ‘ t Y 

' (1) housing means having a ?rstiiuid cross-over cham 
’ iher formed therein in communication with a casing 
‘string to which the housing means is secured, V 

(2) a portion of said housing means having a second 
?uid cross-over chamber in spaced relation above said 
?rst cross-over chamber , ' 1 , 

(3) a portion of said housing means between said cross 
over chambers having ‘ I , , > i ' 

(a) a ?rst conduit means in communication with 
said tubing string suspended within said casing 
string ‘and extending upwards therefrom, and 

\(b) second conduit means parallel to and inde 
pendent of said ?rst‘ conduit means in communi 
cation with said ?rst and ‘second cross-over 
chambers, ‘ . r , 

(c) said ?rst conduit means including wall struc 
jture isolating‘the ?rst conduit means from com 
munication wit-h said chambers and from the 
secondconduit vmeans, and ' 

(4) at least a pair of ?ow passageways arranged in con 
centric spaced relationship ‘at the top of the housing 
means, the outer ?ow passageway of said concentric 
flow passageways being in communication with said 
‘second cross-over chamber. 

2,. The apparatus of claim 1 including plug means 
~ adapted to be secured to, the upper, end of said assembly 
for closing the concentric ?ow passageways therein. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the housing means 
includes > ' ' ‘ ‘ 

(c) branching ?rst and second side conduit means in, 
communication with'said ?rst and second parallel con~ 

, 'duit means, and ' a ' a > 
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(d) ?ow control valve means in said ?rst and second ' 
side conduit means. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the housing means 
includes flow control valve means ‘in said ?rst and second 
parallel conduit means. , ~ 

15. A wellhead assembly for supporting a tubing string 
concentrically disposed Within a casing string, both of said 
strings extending into a well, said wellhead assembly com 
prising 

-'(1) housing means having a ?rst ?uid cross-over‘ cham 
ber formed therein in communication with a casing 
string to which the housing means is secured, 

(2) a portion of said housing means above said ?rst 
cross-over chamber having . 

(a) ?rst conduit means in communication with a 
tubing string suspended within said casing string 
and out of communication with said ?rst cross 
over chamber ' 

(in) second conduit means parallel to and indepen 
dent iof said ?rst conduit means and in communi 
cation with ‘said ?rst cross-over chamber, 

(c) ?ow control valve means in said ?rst and sec 
ond parallel conduit means 

(3) a portion of said housing means having a second 
?uid cross-over chamber at the top of said second 
parallel conduit means and incommunication there 
with, said ?ow control valve means being positioned 
between said ?rst and second cross-over chambers, 

' (4) at least a pair of concentric pipes in concentric 
spaced relationship extending upwardly from the top 
of said housing means and being ?xedly secured there 
to, the annular space between the pipes being in com 
munication with said second cross-over chamber, and 

(5) removable plug means for closing the top of said 
pair of concentric pipes. ' ' V 

6. The apparatus of claim 5 including a lubricator man 
drel a?ixed to the top of said housing and surrounding said 
pair of concentric pipes in spaced relationship thereto 
throughout a major portion of the length thereof and 
forming a ?ow passage therebetween, said pair of con 
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centric pipes and the surrounding lubricator mandrel hav- . 
ing axially-displaced sealing surfaces for-med thereon. 

7. A wellhead assembly for supporting a tubing string 
concentrically disposed a casing string, both of said 
strings extending into a Well, said wellhead assembly com 
prising 

(1 ) housing means having a ?rst ?uid cross-over cham 
‘ ber formed therein in communication with a casing 
string to which ‘the housing means is secured, 
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(2) a portion of said housing means above said ?rst 

cross-over chamber having 
(a) ?rst conduit means in communication with a 

tubing string suspended within said casing string 
(b) second conduit means parallel to said ?rst con~ 

duit means and in communication at the lower 
end thereof, with said ?rst cross-over chamber, 

(c) branching ?rst and second side conduit means 
in communication with said ?rst and second 
parallel conduit means, 

(d) ?ow control valve means in said ?rst and 
second side ‘conduit means 

(e) ?ow control valve means in said ?rst and sec 
‘ 0nd parallel conduit means, 

(3) a portion of said housing means having a second 
?uid cross-over chamber at the ‘top of said second 
parallel conduit means and in communication there 
with, 

(4) at least a pair of concentric pipes in concentric 
spaced relationship'extending upwardly from the top 
of said housing means and being ?xedly secured 
thereto, 7 

(5) a lubricator mandrel af?xed to the top of said hous 
ing means and surrounding said pair of concentric 
pipes in spaced relationship thereto over a substantial 
portion of the length thereof and forming a ?ow 
passage therebetween, ' 

(6) said pair of concentric pipes and the surrounding 
, lubricator mandrel having axially-displaced sealing 

' surfaces formed thereon, and 
(7) removable plug means for engaging said sealing 

surfaces and closing the top of said pair of concen 
tric pipes and said lubricator mandrel. 
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